
Or give it to your mother.
She knows how to do it.



Ankle boots by 
Kipling

Monster bag by Giles

Bag by Fendi

Boots by GivenchyTassel bag b
y Yves Saint Laurent

Rabbit ring by haoshi
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… and anything you can wear? Then this is the book for you! Grab your colored pencils 
and crayons, a pair of scissors, and some glue and take a journey through the 
fabulous world of fashion. You’ll get to know the fashions of the past, discover 

elegant creations by famous designers, and fi nd accessories that range from the 

graceful evening bag to the traditional folk costume. But most fun of all, you can 

design your own looks for almost any occasion.

The beautiful models and colorful swatches of fabric are ready ... 

Do you love clothes, shoes, bags …

... so what are you waiting for?
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3.
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Fashion can be … beautiful, wild, entertaining, 

priceless, adventurous, mysterious, 

unique, crazy, playful, elegant …

What do you think fashion is?

frilly like a Rococo gown?

unadorned like a dress by Marc Jacobs?



Good morning!

It’s time to get up and,
as always, you have ...
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My best fr
iend

Cover your closet door with pictures 

of your favorite stars. If you cu
t 

along the dotted lines you’ll be a
ble 

to open your closet.

… NOTHING TO WEAR!



A million T-shirts, pants, sweaters, 
skirts, dresses, cardigans ... 
In other words: gaping emptiness!
What do you have in your closet 
and dresser besides socks and 
underwear? Let’s take an inventory:

t-shirts
blouses
sweaters
jackets
pants
skirts



Throw everything you don’t 

like in the laundry basket 

and fi ll the closet with 

your dream clothes: 

neatly folded or stuffed 

in any old way. There’s no 

one nitpicking here ...



School uniforms 
 can simplify life.

But only when they’re stylish ...

Would you like to go to school dressed like this?

Francis Alleyne painted these two students in their 

famous Eton college uniforms around 1780.
Or do you like 
twenty-fi rst-century school 
uniforms better? 
Draw yourself in the 
uniform, then you can see 
how you like it.



Color in their clothing however you’d like and give them some fellow students.


